LEARNING COMMUNITY
FOR
INCLUSIVE TEACHING

A 7 week program for current and future faculty at Columbia University, Cornell University, University at Buffalo, and University of Rochester.

Through online group discussions and in-person workshops, participants will develop an understanding of the impact of identity, attitudes, and biases on student learning, and explore teaching strategies to create more inclusive learning environments.

SCHEDULE
Online Readings & Group Discussion
May 1 - May 7  Understanding Our Students
May 8 - May 14  Growth Mindset & Performance
May 15 - May 21  Identifying Attitudes I: Implicit Bias
May 22 - May 28  Identifying Attitudes II: Assumptions & Privilege
May 29 - June 4  Characteristics of Inclusive Environments
June 5 - June 11  Modeling Inclusive Language in the Classroom

Speaker & Workshops
June 15th: 1-day event @ River Campus
University of Rochester, Rochester NY
Speaker: Dr. Heather Hackman
Sessions: • Navigating Bias-Related Incidents & Our Roles
• Inclusive Teaching Strategies: Course Design & Classroom Behavior

REGISTRATION
Please contact indranis.singh@rochester.edu to register for the program. Travel grants are available for CIRTL post-docs and graduate students.
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